TATA DAV Public School,WBC,Ghatotand
LOCKDOWN TIME HOME WORK
CLASS – STD. XII Commerce
Note:
 Use the Quarantine Period in productive way learn new things online.
 Use Homework Copy / Loose Sheet from Previous copy binding and labelling it
properly.
 Content searching only Online mode (Avoid communication with friends.).
 Don’t copy the content from friends copy (COVID-19 can communicate in that way
also).
 For further any kind of information you can contact your class teacher.
Subject –Mathematics
1. Make the synopsis of all the formula and important points from all the chapters of std XI in a separate copy as a
ready reference for std XII.
2. What is Relation? Define its Domain and Range with suitable examples.
3. What is Equivalence Relation ? What is disjoint Equivalence class ?
Take one example from your community where you can justify Equivalence Relation.
4. Show that relation R on set: R = { (a,b) : │a – b │is even, a,b } is an Equivalence Rela on.
5. Show that intersection of two Equivalence relation is an Equivalence relation but union is not necessarily an
Equivalence relation.

Subject -IP (Python)
Q1. Briefly explain with diagram SDLC?
Q2. Briefly explain different model of Software Development Technique?
Q3. What is the difference between list and tuples in Python?
Q4. What are the key features of Python?
Q5. What type of language is python?
Q6. How is Python an interpreted language?
Q7. What are python modules?
Q8. What are local variables and global variables in Python?
Q9. Write short note on python modules Numpy, Pandas, Python IDE?
Q10. How to write function in Python. Give one example?

SUBJECT-ACCOUNTANCY
1.Partnership firm (Fundamentals)
i. Partnership features, Partnership deed, Provisions of Indian Partnership Act-1932, Rules in
absence of Partnership Deed.
ii. Fixed Vs Fluctuating capital accounts, Preparation of P/L appropriation account, division of
profits among the partners ,guarantee of profits.

iii. Past adjustments relating to interest on capital, interest on drawings, partners salary,
partners commission and profit sharing ratio.( Numerical Questions (Q No-1 to 40).
2. Change in profit sharing ratio among the existing partners.
i. Goodwill- Meaning, nature, features, types, factors affecting the value of goodwill, methods
of valuation of goodwill( Average Profit, Super profit and Capitalization ).
ii. Accounting treatment of:- goodwill, General Reserve, Pl ( Dr) and (Cr) balance. workmen
compensation fund, Investment fluctuation Fund etc.
iii. Sacrificing ratio, Gaining ratio, accounting for revaluation of assets and liabilities,
adjustment of capital account.( Numerical Questions :- 1 to 35)
Note- All the Numerical questions must be solved in Home work Copy.

SUBJECT:- BUSINESS STUDIES.
1.NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF MANAGEMENT.
i. Management:- Meaning, concept, features, values, Importance of management,
ii. Dimensions of management, Nature of management, functions of management.
iii. Objectives of Management, Management as an Art, Science and Profession
Levels of Management, Coordination – The Essence of Management.
( MCQ 1 to 18 and Case Study Questions-1 to 15)
2 Principles of Management:
i. Nature and Significance of Principles of Management. Principles of scientific
ii. management, Techniques of Scientific Management
( MCQ 1 to 20 and Case Study Questions-1 to 18)

Subject - ECONOMICS
MACRO ECONOMICS
1. Write the meaning and distinguish between Micro & Macro Economics.
2. Define the followings and give examples:i)
Final goods
ii) Intermediate goods iii) Consumer goods
iv)
Capital goods v) Producers goods
3. Define Investment and distinguish between Gross and Net Investment.
4. What is Depreciation and what are its three main causes ? Explain.
5. What do you mean by stock and flow concept ? Explain with examples.
6. What is Economic Territory and what are the basic criterion for it ?
7. Who are called Normal Residents of a country and who are considered and who are not considered as
Normal Resident? Explain with examples.
8. What is circular flow of income and what are its three different phases?
9. Distinguish between Real flow of income and Money flow of Income ?
10. What do you mean by Leakages and Injection in circular flow of income?
11. Define and distinguish between Domestic Income and National Income.
12. Write the meaning of Indirect Tax, Subsidies and Net Indirect Tax(NIT)
13. What is Net Factor Income from Abroad (NFIA) and what are its three main components ? Explain.
14. Explain the meaning and concept of following aggregate related of Domestic Income and National
Income:a) GDP MP, GDP FC, NDP MP, NDP FC
b) GNP MP, GNP FC, NNP MP NNP FC
15. Distinguish between Nominal GDP and Real GDP and how are they interchanged? Explain with
formula.

16. What is GDP Deflator and how is it related to Welfare ? Write limitations.
17. Define Value of Output, Intermediate consumption and Value added.
18. What are steps and precautions of National Income estimation by Value added method?
19. Write the various components and precautions of estimating National Income by Income Method.
20. What are the various components and precautions estimating National Income by expenditure method
?

INDIAN ECONOMICDEVELOPMENT
1. Explain the important features of Indian Economy on the eve of independence.
2. Describe the conditions of agriculture in India during British rule.
3. State main features industries in India during British colonial rule in India ?
4. Why were the Indian handicraft industries destroyed by the Britisher and were its consequences ?
5. State the major features of Demography in India during the British rule.
6. What is occupational Structure and was its condition during British rule in India ?
7. Write the meaning of economic planning and explain the importance of economic planning in India ?
8. What were the common objective of five year planning introduced in India ? Explain
9. Explain the major problems in Indian agriculture by the time of independence in India.
10. Describe the important reformation strategy introduced and implemented in Indian agriculture during
the planning period .
11. Explain the important features and achievements Green Revolution as a new strategy of Indian
agriculture.
12. What were the important problems and causes of slow industrialization in India ? Explain.
13. State and explain the features of Industrial Policy Resolution- 1956 in India.
14. What do you mean by Small Scale industries and what are its significance ?
15. Critically examine the positive and negative impacts industrial policy adopted in India.
16. What were the main features India’s foreign trade during post independence period.
17. Explain the new trade strategy and its objectives introduced in India after independence.
18. Explain the factors causing the needs of reformation measures introduced in 1991.
19. What is Liberalisation and what were major liberalization measures introduced in industrial and
Financial sectors in India?
20. Define Globalisation and explain the positive and negative impacts Globalisation in India.

